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Company
profile

We mainly specialize on design and
manufacture of:
- goods for warehouses and
supermarkets;
- advertising equipment;
- furniture and interior items made of
metal wire, sheet metal, shaped
tubes and wood.
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Tradexpo was founded in 2015. lt is located in Central Russia near
to Moscow. We саn develop any equipment for your needs making
required technical drawings and 3D models and conduct needed
tests of finished equipment. Our sample items are always free of
charge and саn bе produced within а few days. We саn also provide
the technical audit of your current items made bу other producers,
optimize the construction addressing better proposal in terms of
pricing and values. Naturally we саn produce equipment of
customer design. Our facilities include various metal processing
machines, welding systems, а powder coating line. Our total
production area is currently 1 ООО sq. m, while the warehouse
space is 2000 sq. m



Huge working experience

Since 2007

Prior experience working with
largest retail chains
Customer costs improvement
Dealing with ready-made
projects

Free of charge samples during
the negotiation
Stable price level despite the
market situation
Large editions in a relatively
short time
Worldwide sales
Delivery at well prices

OUR ADVANTAGES



Our team consists of real professionals. Each employee is constantly
trained and plays the role in a team according to responsibilities.  High
standards of company personnel training ensure best quality products
and short production times.

We use modern machines and equipment by the global leading
manufacturers. The facilities are equipped with the latest models and
undergo timely maintenance. We provide the necessary quality of our
goods and maintain competitive production time due to the high
requirements of the operational process.

EQUIPMENT

Team of professionals

We use equipment made in Italy, Korea, Turkey, China. 



COMPANY HISTORY

2007 - 2012 

Small-scale production. Minimal
automation. Work with
subcontractors. Focus on retail
inquiries and small-scale
wholesale.

2013 - 2015

Serial production. Partial
automation. Expansion of
production areas. Focus on
wholesale and large wholesale,
cooperation with suppliers of
trade and exhibition equipment.

2016 - 2018

Expansion of production area.
Equipping with new high-tech
metal processing machines:
wire and sheet. Powder paint
line modernization.

2019 - 2021

Expansion of production area
(1400m2 total area). New
production segment - wire and
wood furniture and interior
items. Woodworking and
coating workshop. General
increase in production
automation. Welding
robotization.



COOPERATION

Payment

You can choose a convenient
way to pay for products.
Payment terms are selected for
each order and client
individually.
Wire transfer and letter of
credit is available.

Shipping

We will select the most
convenient delivery method,
depending on the destination
and lot size. 
Source: The Russian Federation
Ivanovo
Port: St. Petersburg 
Processing time: 2 days
Delivery time: from 3 days

Packaging

You can choose a standard
package (stretch film, kraft
paper, bubble film and
cardboard) or offer your own
format. Depending on the
delivery conditions, we will
select the best way to pack
products to ensure safety.



Cutting and bending

We straighten and form high-carbon steel
wire of various diameters on high-precision
3D bending machines or form a frame from
a steel profile pipe with a section of 2 cm
with a wall thickness of 1.5 mm

Cutting and

We straighten
wire of various
3D bending ma
a steel profile
with a wall thick

Welding and assembly

We combine the details of the product by
welding into a single whole and obtain the
basis of future production.

Coating

We prepare the base metal and coat it with a
layer of durable polymer powder coating.
Sent to the oven for polymerization. The
result is an environmentally friendly, durable,
waterproof coating, resistant to alkaline and
acidic effects.

Quality control and packaging

We check the output quality, test the
products of each batch for welding quality
and coating strength. We complete the
furniture with everything necessary.
Carefully pack, label and ship to you
anywhere in the world.
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PRODUCTION STAGES



Technical task

We receive a technical task,
calculate the production and
logistics cost, suggest
possible ways to optimize
pricing and reduce costs.

Drawings

We prepare drawings and
vizualizations for approval
making adjustments and
calculate the final cost.

Samples

We produce samples for
approval and send them
anywhere in the world

Batch production

We produce a batch in strict
accordance with the provided
drawings and samples.
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PRODUCT RANGE

Trade equipment for
shops

- display hooks
- shelving and display rack
- promo tables and shelves
- goods display baskets
- display units

Wire products
 

- 2D/3D wire bending
- brackets and hangers
- hooks and baskets
- wire mesh
- fastening devices

Furniture and interior
items

- bar chairs and stools
- coffee tables
- stands for flowers and shoes
- lighting and lamps
- hangers and racks



Custom design
We welcome custom design.
We can produce any size.
3D layout for free.

PRODUCT OPTIONS AND SERVICE

Your color
Any color of a covering according to the RALcatalog. Any
Metal or Wood Material.
Any basic or additional material.
Various surface treatments.

OEM/ODM
Production under your brand.
Drawing logos and marking.

Any Packing
We design and produce products according to your
requirements and tasks.
Standard packaging - kraft paper, stretch film, bubble film,
cardboard, pallets.



- display hooks
- shelving and display rack
- promo tables and shelves
- goods display baskets
- display units

WAREHOUSING & SUPERMARKET SUPPLIES



ADVERTISING  EQUIPMENT



- bar chairs and stools
- coffee tables
- stands for flowers and shoes
- lighting and lamps
- hangers and racks

FURNITURE AND INTERIOR ITEMS



FURNITURE AND INTERIOR ITEMS



LAMPS







TRADEXPO.BIZ

+7 901 290 00 01
info@tradexpo.ru

We'd love to hear
from you!

Contact 

TRADEXP

+7 901 29
info@trad

Contact




